BUSINESS RESILIENCE SOLUTIONS
PROTECT
WHAT
MATTERS
MOST.
If you're a global business, you have to prepare for these realities in every region where you operate. The good news is: you don't have to face them alone.

Today, navigating through the security risks of operating internationally involves a higher level of complexity. It means having specialised access to expertise in the intricacies of business risk and resilience, along with best-in-class technology to remain constantly aware, updated and alerted with global intelligence.

This level of business resilience — made possible by Anvil Riskmatics™ — keeps high-value corporations functioning robustly not only back at the home office, but also in some of the most unstable areas of the world.

Beyond business risk management. Global operational resilience.

Having the right information at the right time is critical to business success.

The ability to act swiftly upon new knowledge, dynamic planning and real-time data is vital to a global enterprise. It’s what ensures business profitability, shareholder value and brand reputation are kept intact and protected against threats.

For international businesses who want to protect what really matters — their people, property and performance — against threats and risks, Anvil Riskmatics delivers an advanced technology-powered business resilience solution that automatically identifies relevant threats, warns those affected and prescribes what action to take.

Riskmatics™. The technology platform for business resilience.

Anvil’s suite of business resilience services starts with Riskmatics, an award-winning technology solution designed by our highly experienced IT developers and our team of global risk analysts who support your operations 24/7/365.

Riskmatics works nonstop behind-the-scenes, aggregating thousands of live risk data sources to constantly gather information and provide real-time dynamic monitoring for emerging threats and live incidents on a global scale.

A sophisticated alerting system quickly sends notifications on crucial information that could impact the health, safety or security of both personnel and physical assets.

The Riskmatics solution is composed of modules that can be added singly or in combination to deliver the definitive system to protect your organisation’s assets, drive compliance and attain operational resilience.

Ultimately, you get a Common Operating Picture of your global operations, powered by technology and underpinned by real-world experience.
FULL SPECTRUM
BUSINESS RESILIENCE.

Anvil's approach to achieving organisational resilience starts with Riskmatics™, an award-winning, highly evolved risk management system specifically engineered to drive informed action.

But technology alone cannot fulfil all parts of an effective risk management strategy. So it's reassuring to know that when you work with Anvil, you get the complete package of technology, consultancy and physical solutions. From definition to deployment, our 30 years of sage expertise means you can rely on one supplier, a genuinely integrated approach, and the most time and cost efficient solution to meet your obligations.

Building on our Riskmatics platform, our business resilience solutions provide a broad and deep view of current and potential risk to your global operations. Within the suite are solutions to assess, advise and act in any situation of heightened threat (whether at home or anywhere on the planet) – and policies to mitigate risk before it even occurs.

**ASSESS**

Job number one is getting a true informed perspective on the issues and challenges you face. We uncover overlooked risks and identify opportunities to strengthen your resilience to expected and unexpected challenges of doing business today.

**Solutions include:**

- **In-depth Global Risk Intelligence Analysis and Reporting**
  Delivering specific, relevant insight on political, economic, commercial, security and terrorism risks that can impact your operational capability.

- **Threat and Risk Assessments**
  Make more informed decisions about the safety of your global business operations, evaluating and documenting every possible hazard in a particular region – and the steps you can take to mitigate and control them.

- **Planning: Business Contingency, Crisis Management, Evacuation**
  Minimise the impact of foreseeable incidents and resume normal operations after an emergency event. We'll devise and implement advance guidance on potential crisis scenarios – partnering with local authorities, communicating with media outlets, containing financial exposure, and preserving your organisation's reputation.

- **Due Diligence and Investigations**
  Get the knowledge you need for critical decisions before engaging in new contracts or alliances. Our accurate, in-depth and timely intelligence into the credibility of your potential investments and partnerships is compiled and reported by a world-class team of international investigators.

- **Technical Surveillance Countermeasures**
  If you suspect a potential breach of information security, we can conduct thorough physical, electronic and transmission searches to detect sophisticated eavesdropping devices, and protect you from the disastrous consequences to your business.

- **Security Audits and Penetration Tests**
  Ensure your premises and people are properly protected. We'll conduct a meticulous, 360° analysis of your current security strengths and weaknesses – or a covert analysis of the security of your buildings, site, staff, transportation and IT systems – and provide realistic steps you can take to mitigate any threats we've identified.
We provide robust, thoughtful consultancy, analysis and policy advice so that you can be confident in your ability to deliver for your clients and your people anywhere in the world.

Solutions include:

- **Policy Consultancy**
  We perform audits and analyses to help you devise and implement a policy that keeps your people safe and assets secure, to meet – and far exceed – your legal obligations.

- **Embedded Security Consultants**
  Retain our security management expertise on an in-house basis, for highly qualified and experienced consultants working in line with client procedures and risk tolerance levels.

- **Special Project Support**
  Utilise our experienced practitioners to provide multi-layered security assistance and management of projects in challenging environments.

- **Training**
  Rely on our risk experts to devise a training course tailored to your specific areas of concern. Training is delivered in a variety of formats to suit your environment and audience, including eLearning, classroom/workshop, one-to-one tutorials and video. Our most popular subjects embrace:
  - Travel and Personal Safety
  - Crisis Management and Scenario Planning
  - Workplace Violence
  - Hostile Environment Awareness Training (HEAT)
  - Kidnap and Extortion

We deliver the on-the-ground support you need to protect people and property where and when you need it.

Solutions include:

- **24/7 Medical and Security Assistance**
  Our Anvil Assist service provides multilingual 24/7 medical and security aid in any emergency situation, wherever it may be around the world. Get immediate response for any employee, no matter the issue.

- **Emergency Evacuations and Repatriations**
  Our rapid response medical teams and security specialists will help get your people out of harm and back home safely.

- **Close Protection**
  Your people should be able to conduct their business with complete confidence. Our discreet Close Protection operatives and teams protect corporate executives and high-profile world leaders alike with professionalism and faultless dedication.

- **Secure Journey Management**
  Providing reliable and professional drivers, close protection officers, management and monitoring of transportation arrangements, even assistance at customs, immigration and check in – we get your people from A to B with exemplary service.

- **Specialist Asset and Event Security**
  Ensure high-value assets, premises and high-profile events are safe and secure, with an exceptional level of service and security best-practice procedures.
STAY CONNECTED

With Anvil's award-winning tracking platform, you can quickly and easily see the locations of your people on the move as they do business in increasingly unpredictable environments.

You will be able to monitor their full trip itineraries and, should the need arise, alert them to danger or disruption.

Enhanced monitoring through device tracking delivers real-time location data to within a few metres, providing greater protection for your people travelling in higher risk locations or more vulnerable employees such as lone female travellers.

STAY WATCHFUL

Harness the power of the Riskmatics dashboard to visualise the world in which your company conducts operations.

An interactive world map allows you to view the geographies and levels of risk where employees are working. It identifies your travellers, expats and physical assets such as offices, retail units, production facilities, hotels and meeting venues – along with a continuously updating chart of the area’s trending incidents.

So no matter when or where, you can instantly visualise the location of your assets in relation to reported incidents that have the potential to impact people’s safety and business continuity.

STAY INFORMED

Anvil’s comprehensive threat and risk intelligence website offers a consolidated resource of relevant and up-to-date information for all countries and major cities around the world.

Information is focused on facts you can depend on to support employees in unfamiliar environments, helping those responsible for their safety with preparing risk assessments and provide tactical guidance for international operations.

Customise the website by adding your own risk data and content or adjust Anvil’s recommended risk levels to match your organisation’s specific appetite for risk.

STAY ALERT

Heighten situational awareness with Anvil’s monitoring and alerting platform.

Our analysts scan thousands of sources 24/7 to identify developing threats and events that could endanger people or disrupt operations. When incidents are reported, the database automatically searches for potentially involved people or property and alerts any affected individuals – or those responsible for their safety.

Receive automatic alerts when employees book journeys outside your agreed risk parameters for travel, including unstable destinations or high-risk airlines. Travel managers and security teams can approve or deny authorisation based on threat intelligence and other circumstances, or put a plan in place to facilitate a safe trip.
STAY ORGANISED

Incidents happen on their own schedule – they never wait until you have the information you need.

With Anvil’s Emergency Record Portal, a wealth of employee information is right at your fingertips. With copies of passports and visas, full travel schedules, bookings and tickets, and medical and next of kin information at hand, you can respond quickly – and accurately – to any incident.

STAY PREPARED

Anvil can quickly build training courses delivered through eLearning to prepare your people for travel or long-term assignments in unfamiliar environments.

Using authoritative and intuitive intelligence, we can customise content to address your own in-house policies and procedures – and mitigate risk to both your employees and your business.

STAY IN CONTACT

Today, services that only provide an emergency phone number are simply not enough. Anvil goes much further.

Our Interactive Communications Platform (ICP) automatically reaches out to affected personnel during a major incident using multiple channels, including email, SMS and Text to Voice.

This service ensures employees are personally contacted, checks they are safe and assets secure, offers advice, and warns them of developing threats and live incidents in close proximity to their location. Responses that a phone number-only service simply cannot provide.

RESILIENCE THROUGH GLOBAL INTELLIGENCE.

Anvil offers far more than a risk management solution. We help you keep your business operating resiliently worldwide with Riskmatics™.

An authoritative and effective risk management system harnessing the best technology and the most experienced people to drive informed action, Riskmatics is a highly configurable platform that can be customised to create a solution that uniquely fits your business’s needs.

Contact us to find out more at enquiries@anvilgroup.com or by visiting anvilgroup.com
Anvil delivers advanced business resilience solutions that give you the actionable insight you need to ensure your operations can survive and thrive in an uncertain world.

Combining the automated Riskmatics technology platform with our analysts’ unparalleled international experience and direct on-the-ground assistance, Anvil puts you in control.

From people on the move and products in transit through to investing in new facilities and entering new markets, with Anvil, you are ready for anything.

Anvil. Protect what matters most.